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ANALYSIS OF MANUFACTURER CONTROL OVER
SUPPLIERS IN BRAZIL’S TRUCK INDUSTRY

Mário Sacomano NETO and Oswaldo Mário SERRA TRUZZI

The objective of this paper is to formulate a methodology to analyze the capacity of truck
manufacturers to exert control over their suppliers. An attempt is made to build a model of
intermediation between groups with divergent interests (truck manufacturers and their suppliers),
based on the theoretical support provided by the power network. This theoretical basis helps
understand the key issues in the relationship between truck manufacturers and suppliers. The new
pattern of relationships between assemblers and suppliers produces strategic opportunities for the
“actors” that hold power resources, which are the central elements of the regulation process and
coordination in the automotive chain. The capacity to exert control is understood as the resources
of power that can regulate the exchanges occurring between different actors, such as
technological, informational, financial and organizational resources. To develop this analysis, a
study of two truck manufacturers and their relationships with their suppliers is being made. The
purpose of this analysis is to gain a better understanding of the recent changes in the relationships
between manufacturers and suppliers in the truck industry, investigating how the resources of
power work to regulate the exchange between different actors (truck manufacturers and their
suppliers). This analysis contributes with a reference model to understand the capacity of
manufacturers to exert control over their suppliers.

EMERGENT MARKETS AND NEW PRODUCTIVE ARRANGEMENTS

Stagnating production and sales of automobiles in the Unites States, Japan and Europe has
stimulated a reconfiguration of the automotive industry in three different markets: protected
autonomous markets, peripherically integrated markets and regional emergent markets
(HUMPHREY, LECLER & SALERNO, 2000). The first market, which consists of countries that
set up protective mechanisms against external competition through domestic markets, includes
Malaysia, China and India. The second market consists of countries located close the large
markets, such as Mexico, Hungary and Poland. The third market is made up of countries in the
emergent blocks, such as Brazil and Argentina, Russia and Turkey.
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The emergent markets are attractive owing to the fast growth of their vehicle market,
lower production costs, the rapid increase in motorization (LUNG, 2000), and the privileged
fields for the experimentation of new organizational and labor models (HUMPHREY, LECLER
& SALERNO, 2000). These factors instigate the reconfiguration of the worldwide automotive
industry toward emergent markets, which have been dubbed “new productive spaces”. However,
LUNG (2000) points out that uncertain politics, markets and exchange rates may compromise the
expansion of the automotive industry in these countries. The vulnerability of these markets
obliges truck manufacturers to use adaptive strategies that can reach domestic markets,
exportation, and scale and scope economies (LUNG, 2001). To this end, truck manufacturers are
dissociating production and sales, reducing costs through cooperation with suppliers (LUNG,
2001), simplifying products, reducing the number of platforms and adopting new forms of labor
relations.

The dissemination and implementation of new productive arrangements in the emergent
markets complements this significant set of changes. Many innovative organizational
arrangements have been made in recent years in Brazil’s automotive industry, among them the
modular consortium, modular system, industrial condominium and industrial village (ALVES
FILHO et al., 2000). The implementation of these new arrangements, with low levels of vertical
integration, depends on the capacity of companies to develop complementary capabilities
externally (LUNG, 2001). These new arrangements produce technological, economic and
institutional changes between truck manufacturers and their suppliers. The new pattern of
relations between assemblers and suppliers is fundamental to the success of these arrangements.

Several authors have been studying new organizational forms in the automotive industry
and the changing inter-organizational relations (truck manufacturers and autoparts suppliers):
POSTHUMA (1997), AMATO NETO (1994), SALERNO (1997), LAMMING (1993), ADDIS
(1997), HELPER (1991), CASTRO (1995). In an article published in the Management Magazine,
HOFFMAN and LINDEN (1995) stated that truck manufacturers are no longer willing to have
large numbers of entrepreneurs in the sector of automobile production. These organizations have
recently begun to focus on marketing, sales, product development and collective value chains.
The new productive arrangements are characterized by the development of external
complementary capabilities and have a different conception of the boundaries of companies and
the coordination among the actors of the productive chain.

COMPANY BOUNDARIES AND COORDINATION

A concept that has revolutionized the idea of a company’s boundaries was introduced by
COASE (1937) with the publication of The Nature of the Firm, in which the author considers the
company as an entity composed of many transactions that can be seen as a basic unit of analysis.
The author focuses his analysis on the costs of transactions rather than of production, i.e., the
critical factor is not production but the interchange of goods and services and the structures that
govern these interchanges.
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This concept subsequently served as the basis to explain the company’s boundaries.
Historically, market situations become increasingly complex and uncertain and the transactions
between actors more problematic. In his article entitled Mechanisms of Governance,
WILLIAMSON (1996) develops a concept of the governance structure that varies according to
the attributes and nature of transactions. The governance structure is an institutional structure
within which the entire transaction is decided. The author characterizes a transaction through the
uncertainty, frequency and specificity of the assets. A company’s “ideal” governance structure is
the one that can reduce the costs of the transaction. The author highlights three generic types of
governance structure: vertical integration, market, and hybrid forms, which lead to different
forms of coordination between the participants.

Although economic actors pursue their own interests, interaction with other actors limits
their strategic action, i.e., strategic institutional behavior is embedded in social relations with
other institutions (GRANOVETTER, 1985). This concept (embeddedness) breaks away from the
neoclassical concept of economy, in which the actors’ actions are undersocialized, i.e., they do
not suffer the impact of the social structure and the social relations of production. Instead,
GRANOVETTER (1985) proposes an oversocialized model to explain how institutional behavior
is affected by social relations in the environment. Institutions, therefore, adapt by means of
operative procedures and norms, and according to agreed behavior among the actors
(PAULILLO, 2000). The author states that the establishment of an organizational form or
governance structure creates opportunities for action and interests through power resources.
Strategic opportunities are consolidated as the actors hold power resources that can regulate the
exchange process.

How do these elements interact in the Brazilian automotive industry? Undoubtedly, the
boundaries and scope of the truck manufacturers is significantly modified. As a result, the
transactions of truck manufacturers with their suppliers have become highly significant in the
dynamics of the automotive industry. The company’s boundaries and its type of governance
structure are intimately linked. Hybrid forms (cooperation and partnerships) have stood out as
alternatives in the configuration of new productive arrangements in the sector. Hybrid models or
strategic alliances depend on deep changes in the automaker-autoparts relationship.

The organizational model or governance structure of truck manufacturers produces
significant changes in the coordination between the actors of the productive chain. This fact is
reflected in the permanent innovation of knowledge through the mobilization and combination of
different competencies (LUNG, 2000). The strategic action of autoparts is embedded in the
strategic actions of the truck manufacturers. Hence, truck manufacturers and autoparts suppliers
adjust by means of norms, and agreed behavior and operational procedures. The bargaining
condition of one company with another is an important element in the definition of the
company’s boundaries (LUNG, 2001). This bargaining condition and the reconfiguration of the
forces between the actors can be elucidated through the networks of power.
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POWER AND CONTROL BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS

The term “power” is confusing and ambiguous. Power, insofar as it relates to the
individual’s life and to society, can be understood as “the overall capacity to act, the individual’s
capacity to determine the behavior of another, i.e., the power an individual holds over another”
(BOBBIO, 1995, p.933). This author emphasizes that there is no power when the individual or
group that exerts it cannot induce another individual or group to behave in the way he wishes.

By analogy, therefore, power is the element that permits groups, sectors, governments or
companies to manipulate the behavior of other groups by the use of control mechanisms. The
interdependence among agents is the analytical basis for an understanding of the social control
held by organizations, which is gained through their transactions of information, physical and
financial resources, and social legitimacy with other groups (PFEFFER & SALANCIK, 1982).
The basic argument put forward by the proponents of this theory is that the analysis of
interorganizational relations can help clarify the relations of power and dependence among the
different actors involved (HATCH, 1997).

Relations between organizations are not always symmetrical (PFEFFER e SALANCIK,
1982). Privileged actor may use the rules that govern institutions to reproduce their positions in
the organizational arenas and fields to which they are associated (FLIGSTEIN, 1999).
FLIGSTEIN (1990) used the metaphor “market as politics” to illustrate how organizations use
transactions as political tools to cope with environmental uncertainties. The author points out
how powerful actors attempt to produce rules of interaction to stabilize the structures of
relationships within organizational fields. Organizational fields, in the words of Pierre Bourdieu,
can be understood as “the locus of a competition fight among actors with specific interests…
…as a space in which power relations are manifested, which implies that this space is structured
based on unequal distribution” (ORTIZ, 1983 p.21).  Organizational fields operate to aid the
reproduction of power and privilege of incumbent groups and to define the changing positions of
the actors (FLIGSTEN, 1999).  Power is said to be stable when there is a high probability for
agent A to continually behave according to the desires of agent B, which translates the
relationship into one of command and obedience (BOBBIO, 1995).

There are different, specific ways by which resources can be used to exert power. In other
words, power is exerted in multiple ways: from persuasion to manipulation, from the threat of
punishment to the promise of reward (BOBBIO, 1995). The social actors attempt to affect the
conditions of relations in order to exert control over important resources. One of the
methodological difficulties of this study is to measure power. BOBBIO (1995) states that one
way of measuring power is to determine the different dimensions that the behavior in question
may have. A step toward a better understanding of the measurement of power is through the
resources of power discussed in the works of RHODES & MARSH (1992). These authors state
that the analysis of power networks throws light on the intermediations between groups with
conflicting interests. They define power networks as a complex of organizations connected to
each other through their dependence on resources. The relative potential of power is a product of
the resources of each organization, of the rules of the game, and of the exchange process among
organizations. Rhodes and Marsh cite several resources of power, including constitutional,
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organizational, financial, political and informational resources, to avoid or reduce the dependence
of organizations on others. The structuring of interaction through these resources allows one to
identify the parameters and understand the distribution of power among groups with different
interests (RHODES & MARSH, 1992). We chose to use the idea of the field and networks of
power in order to identify the parameters of how power is exerted in the relations of exchange
between truck manufacturers and autoparts.

Given the theoretical vision of this study, the following research issue was considered: “Is
the Brazilian automotive sector undergoing a reconfiguration of power?” The hypothesis upon
which this study is based is that this reconfiguration does, in fact, exist, although its dimensions
are still unknown. To understand this power, our study is founded on the perspective of networks,
which helps to gain an understanding of the relations of forces between the actors. The relative
power of the actors is identified through the power resources of domination, the capacity to
control, or the coordination among the actors. The power relations between truck manufacturers
and autoparts suppliers are not balanced. Historically, this imbalance in power has always tended
to favor the truck manufacturers, who try to manipulate the behavior of the autoparts suppliers by
means of agreements and operative norms. Both truck manufacturers and autoparts suppliers use
“political action” to cope with the environment’s uncertainties. The truck manufacturers, by
stabilizing the structure of the relationship, gain legitimacy in the above-mentioned organization
field. Thus, the resources of power aid the understanding of how the truck manufacturers actions
manipulate the strategic behavior of the autoparts suppliers. However, the institutional
reconfiguration of the new productive arrangements opens up possibilities for the entry of
newcomers, for the truck manufacturers may become losers in the innovation process (LUNG,
2001) because the structure of governance also creates opportunities for strategic action on the
part of the autoparts suppliers through changes in the forces and roles of the sector’s actors.

MULTIPLE CASE STUDY

The objective of this research work is to develop an analysis of the capacity of truck
manufacturers to control the suppliers of the truck industry. Capacity to control can, herein, be
understood as the mechanisms used by the truck manufacturers to stabilize their relations with the
suppliers. The control mechanisms here are brought in as key elements to understand the
reconfiguration of power in Brazil’s automotive sector.

In order to develop this analysis, a study of two truck manufacturers and their
relationships with their suppliers is being carried out. One of the plants, which operates under the
modular consortium system, belongs to Volkswagen and is located in Resende, RJ, Brazil. In the
modular consortium, the design and production processes are divided into subsystems or
modules, with the suppliers’ employees working directly in the automaker’s facilities, assembling
the subsystems into the end product. The level of outsourcing and partnership is very high
(ALVES FILHO et al., 2000). The second manufacturer, Mercedes Benz, located in São
Bernardo do Campo, SP, Brazil, operates in the traditional chain, which consists of fairly
verticalized truck manufacturers with few supplier-produced subsystems and, therefore, very low
levels of outsourcing and partnership (ALVES FILHO et al., 2000). The fundamental difference
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between these two manufacturers is vertical integration. A comparative study between vertical
and horizontal structures leads to contemporary reflections about a company’s boundaries and its
relationship with its suppliers. Figure 1 illustrates the level of analysis of this survey, shown by
the dotted lines.

Figure 1.- Level of analysis of the survey

From the standpoint of this research work, the two plants have a fundamental difference,
i.e., they have different levels of vertical integration. The modular consortium – VWB – has no
direct production costs because it does not participate in the assembly of its trucks, which is an
entirely outsourced operation. This fact leads to a series of changes in the relationships between
automakers and autoparts. In contrast, MBB carries out the complete assembly of its trucks, using
the traditional forms of supply, location and relationships with autoparts suppliers. We have
sought to understand how truck manufacturers with different levels of verticalization relate with
the autoparts suppliers. Specifically, we seek to compare the different control mechanisms used
by these two truck manufacturers.

Fundamental differences characterize the interorganizational relations between truck
manufacturers and autoparts suppliers in the aforementioned arrangements. The network of
relations between MBB and its suppliers is more diffuse and heterogeneous than that of VWB,
particularly with the first tier suppliers. Some aspects are highly particular of the different
networks and control mechanisms of these two manufacturers, such as the types of product
supplied by the autoparts, contracts, technological and organizational capacitation, location of the
suppliers, isomorphism, control of raw materials, level of involvement, co-design with autoparts,
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capital volume requirements, shared risks (manufacturer/supplier), logistic costs, number of
direct suppliers, relationships with second tier suppliers, among other factors.

These diametrically opposite structures – vertical and horizontal – lead one to reflect
about the contemporary boundaries of the company and its relations with other organizations.
These diametrically opposite levels of vertical integration are confirmed as “the companies
navigate along a series of immeasurable and fundamentally opposing paths, such as autonomy
and control, differentiation and integration, hierarchy and equality, instrumental or adaptive
objectives, stability and change” (NOHRIA & GULATI, 1994   p.545).

Some of the research issues are important to guide the analysis of the data and the answers
to the proposed problem. Several issues emerge in regard to the new productive arrangements of
the automotive industry. Some of these issues are:

Ø Is there an imbalance of power between automakers and autoparts in the configuration
of the new arrangements? How can this power be identified?

Ø How can the power of the automakers restrict and modify the strategic behavior of the
autoparts companies?

Ø What is the relation between the control mechanisms and the different levels of
vertical integration?

Ø Does the modular consortium represent a trend in regard to the new productive
arrangements?

RECONFIGURATION OF POWER, CONTROL AND COORDINATION

The expansion of the automotive sector toward the emergent markets has stimulated the
appearance of new institutional arrangements. The boundaries of both automakers and autoparts
suppliers have become more tenuous as they seek new relationship patterns. The boundaries of
the company are closely connected to the coordination of the agents of the productive chain and
to the capacity of companies to develop complementary external production (LUNG, 2001).

In the new productive arrangements, i.e., the modular consortium and the industrial
condominiums, automakers have a series of technological and organizational prerequisites for the
selection and approval of autoparts suppliers. This has resulted in significant changes in the way
automakers control autoparts suppliers, involving a possible reconfiguration of power in the
productive chain of the Brazilian automotive sector. This reconfiguration is consolidated as
changes are wrought in the roles of the actors that participate in the production of the vehicle.
Under these new productive arrangements, the autoparts are the holders of new technologies and
know-how for the development and assembly of vehicles (production of modules and/or
subsystems). However, the autoparts suppliers are harmed by the imbalance of power vis-à-vis
the automakers owing to the technological and organizational requisites of the new relations.
Although this imbalance has existed for some time, there is evidence of a possible
reconfiguration of forces between automakers and autoparts, particularly with the implementation
of the new productive arrangements.
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The systematisation of control in the supply chain of the automotive industry and the
dimensioning of power depend on a greater exploration of how the resources of power
(constitutional, organizational, financial, legal and informational) are manipulated between
automakers and autoparts.

Constitutional resources are the laws and agreements at a macro-institutional level that
can restrict and condition the economic performance and the governance structure of the
productive actors. In the automotive sector there are moments in the macro-institutional
regulations that are favorable and others that are unfavorable for the performance of automakers
and autoparts and that affect the relative power among the actors.

Organizational resources relate to the issues of technological and organizational
capacitation of automakers and autoparts suppliers. The supply of modules and subsystems
represents an important element in the reconfiguration of power, since technological and
organizational capacitation confers greater power on suppliers.  If modules and subsystems
represent the supply trend to automakers, the latter will increasingly “lose” the manufacturing
and design know-how of the components that they themselves produced for so many years. As a
result, the automakers will become ever more dependent on the modules and subsystems
produced by their autoparts suppliers.

Financial resources are the investments made by the automakers in the autoparts
suppliers’ plants and their demand for high capital investments on the part of suppliers as a
prerequisite to participate in the new productive arrangements. The issue of financial resources
may become a determining factor in the restriction and selection of the type of autoparts suppliers
that will be in business in future.

Legal resources are the contracts made between automakers and autoparts suppliers,
whose purpose is to reduce the risks for the parties involved. The contracts work as power
resources by limiting the actors’ opportunistic actions and behavior.

Information resources are those associated with design development, communication
systems, and the exchange of knowledge and information.

Based on these elements, we seek to formulate a model of intermediation between groups
with different interests, which we hope will be useful in gaining an understanding of the
reconfiguration of forces and the capacity for control between automakers and autoparts suppliers
in Brazil’s truck industry.

The approach used in this study justifies the choice of the case studies. In the modular
consortium, the suppliers tend to develop a dynamic competence that benefits them in terms of
the division of the creation of value (LUNG, 2001).  Modularisation may eventually result in the
automakers’ loss of the capacity to innovate as modules and components become black box for
the automakers. Under this system, the suppliers gain the capacity to negotiate through power
resources. It is not surprising, therefore, that modularity is currently the hottest issue at
automakers and that autoparts suppliers are highly involved in the march toward modular
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production (LUNG, 2001). However, autoparts suppliers have to invest heavily in quality
systems, laboratories, new technologies, software programs, international supply standards, and
product co-design to respond to the automakers’ demands. These modifications of the
automakers’ boundaries and the “new” role of the autoparts suppliers reveals the dynamic and
complex nature of the sector, which needs to be better understood.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH WORK

The recent changes in the Brazilian automotive sector open up a vast field of research
involving the new production models. SCHEMO and SALERNO (1997) state that some analysts
consider that the innovations of the automotive industry all tend to originate in plants located in
developing countries. According to SALERNO (1997), the fact that Brazil is a country with little
social protection facilitates the experimenting of new organizational forms. This trend is
increasingly consolidated as the markets of the triad (United States, Japan and Europe) tend to
become saturated and the emerging markets tend to expand (LUNG, 2000). If the new productive
arrangements become “production models” for other markets, then Brazil will be the leader in
this process since, for several years, the sector has been characterized by highly volatile changes
and technological and organizational innovations.

The Brazilian context contains a diversity of competitive and market conditions. SILVA
(1998) cites the strong patrimonial tradition combined with periods of authoritarianism that
marked the development of Brazilian culture, and emphasizes the coercive mechanisms of social
maintenance and transformation. He states that stability and organizational change must be
considered in light of the institutional pressures at diverse levels and the interpretative schemes of
the organizational leaders. This fact is the basis upon which this work is founded, since it
considers that power and control are the fundamental factors underpinning the changes in the
institutional arrangements of Brazil’s automotive sector.

The implementation of the new productive arrangements has led to a reconfiguration of
the technological and organizational capacitation among the links of the productive chain. It is,
therefore, essential to understand how the resources of power are distributed between truck
manufacturers and autoparts in order to gain an understanding of the reconfiguration of forces in
the Brazilian automotive sector, since the resources of power can give rise to the domination,
control, or coordination of one or more agents (PAULLILO, 2000). Control mechanisms are
closely related to power, involving the capacity of one actor to determine the behavior of another.

Another aspect investigated in this study are the links in the productive chain, particularly
those existing between automakers and autoparts. This study looks at the efficiency of the
productive chain from a new standpoint, incorporating interorganizational relationships as an
indispensable phenomenon to understand the decisional process, the productive efficiency, the
power and the dynamics of the sector. Both PAULILLO (1999) and ALVES FILHO et al. (2000)
have made studies of this nature. The former used the dimensions of technology, power structure
and territory to explain the development and dynamics of Brazil’s agroindustrial citrus complex,
while the latter attempted to identify how the automakers control their suppliers by means of
mechanisms such as price, quality, logistics and technology.
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Thus, we attempt to formulate a model of intermediation between groups with divergent
interest through the resources of power, analysed herein from the standpoint of their
constitutional, organizational, financial, legal and informational aspects. Because the nature of
this study is exploratory, this analysis requires a broad range of information, both from the
literature and from first-hand observations of the sector itself, based upon which we will attempt
to clarify and systematize the process by which the resources of power influence the evolution,
dynamics and stability of the Brazilian automotive sector.

Some of the other aspects of this research will help us to gain a better understanding of:

Ø The existence of an imbalance of power between automakers and autoparts
Ø Interorganizational controls between automakers and autoparts
Ø The relation between organizational control and the inseparability of governance
Ø The collective actions of the actors involve
Ø The evolution and dissemination of organizational models.

The effort required to articulate the variables implicit in institutional relations is a good
exercise to understand the reasons that lead organizations to adopt given organizational forms,
and the automotive sector constitutes an excellent field for this type of analysis. This research
works opens up analytical possibilities concerning power and its control mechanisms, not only in
the field of the automotive industry but also in that of other economic sectors.
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